Abstract. The properties of the graph problem of optimal investment of additional resources available to reduce the critical path network project are considered. It was proposed the algorithm in graph structure of the project on a given matrix of precedence works. The specified method of minimizing the required number of fictitious works to simplify the graph of the project is indicated.
Here s(a(i)) is own (may be empty) subset of project jobs P, which must be completed before starting job a(i). 
Reduce the list of predecessors
We describe the relation S of precedence aiSaj of the project jobs ai,aj P by the matrix of precedence
: 
We call the job a(i)  P immediate predecessor of the job a(j)  P, if
Otherwise, the preceding (following) will be called indirect. 
Project's graph
We construct a directed graph G(V,R) of the project P. At first we define the set of vertices V as follows.
Case 1. If block A[it×jt], 2≤t≤r-1, consists only of units, then exists a general conclusion vк(a(α(1)))=vк(a(α(2)))=…=vк(a(α(it))) and common origins vн(a(β(1)))=vн(a(β(2)))=…=vн(a(β(jt)))
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project jobs (Fig. 1) . In this way, 
...
... Combining events (Fig. 3) 9) (1) a (2) a (3) b (1) a (4) a (5) a (10) a (11) a (12) a (13) a (14) a (6) a (7) a (8) a(9) which, after the union of events (Fig. 4) 
vк(a(1))=vк(a(2))=vк(a(3))=vн(a(10))=vн(a(11))=vн(a(12))=vн(a(13))=vн(a(14)), vк(a(4))=vк(a(5))=vн(a(6))=vн(a(7))=vн(a(8))=vн(a(
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vк(a(1))=vк(a(2))=vк(a(3))=vн(a(6))=vн(a(7))=vн(a(8))=vн(a(9)), vк(a(4))=vк(a(5))=vн(a(10))=vн(a(11))=vн(a(12))=vн(a(13))=vн(a(14))

Algorithm of adding of the fictional jobs
We give universal algorithm for adding the required number of fictional jobs (1) a (2) a (3) b (1) a (4) a (5) a (6) a (7) a (8) a (9) excluding the empty set  . Arcs of this tree are the desired fictional jobs you needed to build the subgraph G (A[i×j] ), binding the project jobs C B  . Therefore, it completed the construction of sub-graph for non-trivial block in the Case 2.
As is a tree, the subgraph G (A[i×j] ) is planar, and the number of passing ways of the project P through the block A[i×j] is equal to i×j.
Thus, the total number M of the full paths of the project P is
